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WEEKLY MESSAGE OF SAINT JOSEPH, TRANSMITTED DURING THE TRIP BETWEEN THE CITIES
OF SAO PAULO AND FOZ DO IGUAÇU, BRAZIL, TO THE VISIONARY SISTER LUCÍA DE JESÚS

Learn to be in My Peace, in spite of the chaos and the conflicts of the world. Learn to look at the
events with eyes of mercy and with a heart full of pity.

Learn to be before a planet in transition, maintaining the harmony and the peace of your small heart,
because - even if the "stage of horrors and of human fear" - is formed on Earth, your heart must be
in peace.

Learn, child, that you are in the world at this time to be the instrument of a Higher Will, of a Greater
Life, which will be instituted on Earth once it has been purified. This Life will emerge from within
the beings and will spread around them. It will be the result of the fortitude of the human heart that
knows how to express what it truly is: a small living part of the Divine Consciousness.

Each day will forge, within beings, a greater fortitude. Everything will happen, for some, little by
little, and, for others, abruptly, but the changes and the tests will dictate the growth of the hearts and
the strengthening of their commitment to the Plan of God.

Each day it will be more necessary to serve and to donate from yourself that which seems not to
exist in your own consciousness, because there will be those who will urgently need of the donation
from the servants of God. For this, child, prepare your hands and let your heart grow without fear.

It will not always be simple, easy, or pleasant for you to serve. sacrifice removes the human
consciousness from its point of comfort and spiritual childishness, the so-called "world illusion";
however, this same sacrifice elevates the human consciousness and leads it to the Will and to the
Divine Thought, to what it is in essence and in spirit.

Let yourself, then, be elevated and guided by the changing of the times, because the very
consequences of the transformation of the Earth will make you take steps, if you do not resist and if
you do not close your heart.

I will be with you.

Your Father and Companion,

The Most Chaste Saint Joseph


